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ABSTRACT

We  show  that p-w interference, if studied in pionic

production  of. both  2rr  and 3H final states, may allow  an

experimental separation of the phase of the mixing para-

meter from the phase difference of the p and w production

amplitudes. We point  out  that -the mixing parameter  meas-

ured in 211' final states differs from the one measured in

3N final states, unless certain isospin breaking ampli- MASTER
tudes are sufficiently small. -
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In recent years, p-w interference  has been studied  both in electro-

1-4
magnetic and in pionic production of p-mesons. Pionic production

experiments have so far yielded little detailed information because of

uncertainties both in production phases and in the sharing of interference

effects between participating helicity amplitudes.  In this note, we

discuss what can be learned by combining measurements of two and three

pion final states ·in pionic experiments, and we pay special attention to

the possible contributions of isospin violating -amplitudes.:--- These_isospin
4-,-                                                                                                                                                                       i

violations are customarily assumed  to be of electromagnetic origin' and                &/
5-9hence of order o;  in fact, until now discussions of p-w interference

have relied heavily on this assumption.  We suggest that this point can

be tested experimentally.  Specifically, if isospin breaking terms in the

p - W  system are unexpectedly large  (say more than about  1/30  the  size  of  the

isospin conserving terms) then significant discrepancies can be found between

the values for the mixing parameter as determined from 2N and from 3N

final states.

Let us start by defining a complex mixing parameter € to relate the

pure, unmixed isospin states po and .wo to the physical vector mesons p and W

lp> = Ipo> - elwo>

Iw>  =  6 1 po>  +   Iwo>    0                                                                                              (1)

(N. B.      Throughout this paper,  p and po refer  only  to the neutral member  of

the p triplet.)  The data summary in Ref.8 gives a value |e| -130 '
To lowest order in €, the amplitude for producing a final state f from

an initial state  i near  the p-w resonance region can be written as

..........
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T =f P A .+f PA       ·
fi   p f  po  poi  wof wo  woi

+5
  wo -  po  [fpof Avoi+ flof Apoi]                        (2)

where A i is the production amplitude for the vector meson V,  f is the
2 -1                 10decay amplitude and Pv (m)  = [m 2 - im I'v -m ]   is the propagator   (V

stands for the pure isospin states p  and w ).  In most of the following

formulas, we shall not indicate the initial state i explicitly.

This expression can be simplified with some reasonable approximations.

First of' all, the smallness of the width ratio r  / r    w r /r    1/11
W    PO    W   P0

allows us to drop €P terms relative to €P to get
P                               W0 0

T (Tr H-)    - f +  f      + gf  P  A   + ef     P  A                   (3)
p02Tr POAPO  \ W02TT    002TT / WO WO    W0211  WO PO

and

+ 0                                                          (4)T (TT  Tr  Tr- )    =   f            P       A       +  €A      ht +  f            P      Aw03'rr wo\ wo     po,    p03'rr po po

For the specific cases -of  2Tr  and 3TT final states,  we  can make further

approximations based on the smallness of the isospin-breaking amplitudes

f      and fw 24.  They are, presumably, due to electromagnetism and hence
p03rr·         0

of order e relative to f and f But since we want to test this
Po2  W  317'0

assumption, we have to proceed more cautiously.  What if for some reason

isospin violations are anomolously large  in the  p - w system, possibly due
11

to some non-electromagnetic isospin-breaking interaction? (Also, how

big can "order  d'  be:     20,  40....?    And  4ot is already  as  big  as   |e| ) .     On

the other hand, |f /f    | and |f    /f    | could really not be very

  Po 3Tr u Jo 3Tr  

  w02,  p02Tr  

much larger12 than |e|· |f    /f    |
'    1   0)02TT      p02Tr  ,

for example, is obviously bounded
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1
by  (rw/rp) 2  . 1/3. Therefore,  Oe  keep the isospin-breaking amplitudes

explicitly except where they are multiplied by € or by P  ; in other words,
Po

we drop the last term in each of Eqs.(3) and (4).

As a result, we obtain the differential production cross-sections

for the 2H final state

A
2

12   (2N) •c      P      (m) + Pw   (m)    1.U'01    1 62-  exp (i02„)                                                                  (5)dt   ,      Po       o      po|    ||

with
f
w 2TT0

62N 2 6+f                                               (
6)

Po21·r

and
9   = 0    + 9   -0   0                                   (7)
2TT -  62TT   WO    PO

92'rr is the experimentally measured 2TT state phase, M is the phase of
62TT

62Tr'   and   lu   and   $       are
the production phases,   i. e. the

phases   of  AWO
PO

and A  .  In the 3Tr case, both
the leading term A   and the e correction

0 0
come with the same propagator Pw ; hence we lose no information if we    -

0
integrate over the w mass region.

2

12   (3rr) 4   .idm I T (1 'Tr-)  1     .                                                                                                    (8)dt

We find 2
da                                                                                             (9)
-(39)   ac     | Aw      +    CA        I     .
dt           o     Po 

The interference effect in the 3M cross-section becomes measurable

if a pair of charge symmetric reactions, e.g.

+
Tr n + .(Wo,p )P (10+)

1                  5 3Tr
and
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TT-p   +    (wo, po) n

> 3Tr (10-)

I2
are compared.  These reactions are related by a rotation R=e in

isospin space, and hence their respective cross-sections would be propor-
2

tional  to   |A     a  €A   |     if
the production amplitudes conserved isospin.

0

But again, just as with the decay process, we want to keep an open

mind about the possibility of an unexpectedly large isospin violating

production amplitude.  So we only assume that the transition operator T

in the production amplitude splits into parts which are even and odd

under the isospin rotation R

T=T+T0 1

with -1                  -1RTR = T and RT R  = -T . (11)
0 0 1 1

This is satisfied by any theoretical scheme (we obviously exclude weak

11
interactions), including the u3 term of Oakes and Sokolow. We shall

neglect  & Tl terms, which is reasonable, but not essential for deriving
-

our results.

Splitting the production amplitudes accordingly, e.g.

Al,10+ = <wop ITIA,> = <tuop ITo ITA> + (wop ITll"+n>

ADI- = <won IT IN-p> = (wop ITo ITA> - <wop ITl l,T n)

and analogous-ly for A we find that the cross-sections for the reactions
pof'

(10*) are given by
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da                                                                  (12)-     (3'rr   di)  oc I

f  63Tr   PO+  dt          'AWO 

with
<Wop I Tl  Tr'n>

6311  a e + (13)

<p0p T01TT n> '

Therefore, the ratio

'AP 1
1+2   .   0   |6     |  cos$da . i

'AU,01, 3TT      3TTdt        =
-  (3Tr It)
dc ,A I

(14)

32     (31'[  1
- ) 1 Pol,   ,

1 ·- 2 15  1 COSV

1 AWO  1            3"                              3
.

allows  us to determine  le    |cos g where  9     is  the 3Tr final state phase
' 3Tr   3TT     3TT

* 59 +$ -* (15)
3Tr

63Tr        Po        wo

If one incorporates helicity frame density matrix elements to derive the

dc
w transverse spin projection p -  the ratio (14) may be as large as

00 dt'
2

three in the small momentum transfer region t 6 0.1 GeV where

|Ap./Aw.1 7 3.

. dc-

There is an additional advantage in using this projection.
Poo dt

may be written in terms of s-channel helicity amplitudes as

Poo  f =|Moo* - 15 + Moo* *12   .

There are both theoretical and experimental reasons to expect the sup-

pression   of the nucleon  non- flip helicity amplitude  M     1  1  •      On   the
0022

theoretical side, only n exchange contributes to the projection for p

production,  and only B exchange  for w production, both coupling only to

nucleon helicity flip.  Experimentally, the turriover at small momentum
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transfers for both p and w production indicates suppression of the nucleon

13.14
non-flip amplitude. ' If the turnover for w production continues to

15
hold in a forthcoming high statistics ZGS experiment, it would indicate

that the projection selects only a single nucleon helicity flip amplitude.

In this case, the coherence factor for participating helicity amplitudes

would trivially reduce to unity.

Let us ,consider what information we can extract  from  p - W interference

experiments. Knowing  |A   /A   |, we get from the 2Tr cross-section Eq. (5)
1 5 pol

both the absolute value l€  I and $ .while from the 3Tr cross-section ratio
1   211. 1

21-r'

(14),  we  get  only the combination    £3TT cost
where the· relevant quantities

3Tr

are defined by Eqs.(6), (7), (13) and (15).

Clearly, if the isospin violating amplitudes are small enough, we

can set

62TT - e Rd € 3TT (16a)

and extract both the mixing phase 9  and the phase difference of the

production amplitudes as

06 = <*2'Er + '*3TT  (16b)

and

-   tuO - *p0-- i<'1'2,T - 93TT  ,
)16c)

respectively.

We should like to emphasize, however, that no experiment can measure

the mixing parameter € itself; only e and € are measured directly.  To211'            3TT

test for a possible difference between 62TT and £3Tr' let us think for a

+-
moment about photoproduction and e e  annihilation experiments; since here

the initial states  do not possess definite G-parity, p-w interference  can

only be observed in the 2Tr spectrum. Again, only the quantity e2Trcan be

measured, rather than € itself.  Using now the value for 9 obtained from
€2TT
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            electromagnetic production, together with the phase 9 Eq. (7) deter-

- 2Tr '
4

mined from pionic production of p-mesons,  one can estimate the strong

production phase
difference $   - to ·  With

the present experimental
0

8
values and uncertainties, we have $- = 95' a 150 and 9 between

21-r
 2TT

0 and 450 4 which puts cos<96 + *pO - 1;0)
between -0.8 and -1.  This,

together with w production data for   63rr   cos  9   ,  Eq. (14),  can be used to3Tr

extract     *3TT    for  comparison  with     £2Tr  
.  A discrepancy between these two

16
values would be significant   if it were larger than roughly  62 /2 .

We note that, even with infinite accuracy, experiments cannot decide

how much of the discrepancy between 62  and 63N is due to the production

and how much due to the decay.  Therefore, such an effect, if observed,

could not be confronted with theory unless all isospin breaking terms can

be calculated with sufficient accuracy.

In summary, combining  data . from measurements  of p-w interference  in

pionic production of 2TT and 3Tr final states with previous electromagnetic

production data yields a measurement or upper bound on the isospin violating

effects in production and decay of the pure isospin state w .  If these are

small enough, one can use the strong interaction experiments alone to

separate experimentally the mixing phase froa the difference of production

phases.  This would provide an independent check on the mixing phase, and
17

a test of exchange degeneracy of the H and B mesons.

We would like to thank Robert Oakes, William F. Palmer, Veronika Rabl

and Ronald Torgerson for helpful discussions.
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